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STOCK UP TODAY!

Welcome to Today's Retailer Issue 42
News, promotions, advice and legislation for independent convenience retailers

Darren Goldney, Managing Director, Unitas Wholesale
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CANNED VEG, BEANS & PASTA

As the weather hots up, you can expect more people to make
for the great outdoors to enjoy the sunshine. Turn the increase
of passing trade into loyal customers by making a great first
impression. Click here to find out more.
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Hello and a very warm welcome to the summer edition of Today’s Retailer!
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CANNED MEAT & FISH

Keep a lookout for the NEW Plan for Profit Grocery and NonFood core range guide which will be available from August.
The essential guide outlines all the key products you should
be stocking to meet the needs of your customers.
Find out how you can receive your copy here.
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Be prepared for the start of the new school term with our
essential Back to School guide. Click here for tips to planahead, increase footfall and become a one-stop-shop for all
your customers’ needs.

FRAY BENTOS
Classic Steak &
Kidney Pie
475g

Wishing you a successful summer season.

Darren Goldney
Darren Goldney
Managing Director, Unitas Wholesale
© Unitas Wholesale 2019 All Rights Reserved. View publishing details and terms and conditions >

Visit the Plan for Profit website now >
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Celebrating award
winning retail in Derry
Congratulations to Darren and Karen Craig, whose Today’s Extra store recently
won Symbol Store of the Year at the Unitas Wholesale Awards.
The couple credit their loyalty to the community,
as well as the support they’ve received from
Unitas Wholesale Ltd. (formerly Today’s Group),
and their wholesaler Savage & Whitten for their
growing success.
Convenience retailing near their location of
Spencer Road, Derry has faced some problems in
recent times, however the Craigs are confident they
can continue increasing their profits at the store
that has been in their family for 14 years.

Today’s Extra
Spencer Road, Derry

Meeting customer demand
The couple pride themselves on being
able to meet their customers’ need for a
wide range of products. “We have
grocery, chilled, fresh and frozen, fruit
and veg, hot food-to-go, coffee and a
tasty range of local home bakery
products” explains Darren. “We also
provide extra services such as an ATM,
National Lottery and mobile top-ups.”
The Craigs recently managed a second expansion
and relocation for their hot food-to-go area, helping
to cater for changing shopping habits and meet
consumer demand for quick and easy meal options.
They also introduced an improved queuing system
which means less waiting time for customers.

Supported by 4-times weekly deliveries
from their wholesaler Savage & Whitten
and their own personalised POS items
that they can print themselves,
Darren and Karen are thrilled that
they can present a reliable, welcoming
and consistent shopping experience
for the community.

Caring for the customer
Today’s Extra is a family business, which sees sisters,
sons and daughters all working alongside each other.
The Craigs believe this creates a sense of
trustworthiness and loyalty for shoppers.
It’s important for the couple to know their customers
by name, and to go the extra mile to ensure a positive
shopping experience. An excellent touch is the ‘Wall of
Fame’ of winning scratch cards from over the years,
reminding customers that Today’s Extra is known
locally as a ‘lucky lotto store’.
		
Like Today’s Extra Spencer Road on facebook>
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“...we offer a convenient,

service in a high-quality store ”

“ A younger approach
is called for”

Back to contents page
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Planning for the future

RETAILER SPOTLIGHT

Darren’s top tips for retailers

Darren and Karen have big ideas for the coming
year. A new on-site food prep kitchen is on the
cards, which will help to meet the increased
demand for food-to-go as well as allowing for
expansion of the successful healthy range.
The couple are excited to further their family legacy
when they hand over the business to the next
generation of Craigs. “A younger approach is called
for” explains Darren. “With the support from our
wholesaler, Savage & Whitten, we are in a good
position to have another successful year of growth
in 2019 and well beyond.”

We are in a good
position to have
another successful
year of growth in
2019 and well
beyond.

Take advantage of social media to
reach potential new customers. Last
year, Today’s Extra went viral for their
Tayto crisp bap, which generated
excitement and interest in the
local community.
“We are still scratching our heads
thinking about the next craze we can
introduce” says Darren.

The Craigs are firm believers in listening
to what their customers want and need
from the store. Getting to know them
as individuals is important if you want
to offer the best service possible.

“Become a Today’s fascia store”,
recommends Darren. “It’s the most
flexible symbol programme around
with a great support package and no
demanding contracts”.

Find out more about the benefits of joining Unitas Symbol Group!

Abra Wholesale
Services & Categories:
Cash & Carry
Delivered
Retail

Abra Wholesale:
Making retailers
part of the family
Having continually grown in success since 2003,
Abra Wholesale, a family run business, is now
turning over £50 million per annum. Innovative
technology plus a friendly welcome is crucial in
making the business a success.

Foodservice
On-Trade
Export

Opening hours:
Monday: 07:00 - 19:00
Tuesday: 07:00 - 19:00
Wednesday: 07:00 - 19:00
Thursday: 07:00 - 19:00
Friday: 07:00 - 19:00
Saturday: 07:00 - 17:00
Sunday: 09:00 - 16:00

Location:
5 Pickett’s Lock Lane
Edmonton,
London, N9 0AS

Contact:
Siva Sivasuthan
Tel: 020 8887 9303
Visit website >

Back to contents page

‘We treat all our customers as one of the family’ explains Dee Thaya,
owner of Abra Wholesale in Edmonton, London. He believes retailers
return time and time again, as they always receive a warm greeting
on arrival plus all the help they may need with their purchases.‘

Working to support retailers
Dee says great stock availability
is critical to their success. ‘What
retailer wants to drive across
London these days to buy a case
of product to save a few pence?’
he asks. ‘We make the effort to
ensure all our products are
available 100% of the time.’
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WHOLESALER SPOTLIGHT

One of the ways in which Abra helps retailers is by selling half-size
tobacco outers, meaning retailers can increase their breadth of
stock without increasing their investment. ‘We see customers
shopping more frequently as a result’ explains Dee. Despite the
launch of the Track and Trace legislation, Abra Wholesale will
continue to sell half-size tobacco outers by obtaining separate
codes for each half of the pack, therefore complying with the new
legislation.
Customer feedback is at the heart of Abra Wholesale. The team
regularly communicate with retailers to understand which products
they would like to see stocked. As a result, Abra have introduced a
number of non-food, alcohol and grocery items to ensure their
customers feel valued and find what they need in-depot. Abra have
also introduced a new delivery service following requests from its
younger-generation retailers who prefer to spend more time in
their stores.
Abra also support their 100+ Unitas Retail Club stores by offering
Unitas Plan for Profit core range advice and support, along with
their own ‘Best Sellers’.
Retailers who are part of Unitas Retail Club receive three-weekly
promotions as well as point of sale to advertise promotions in store.

Embracing new technology
Dee and the team realise the importance of technology for
modern retail businesses and have created an ‘easy-order’ app.
This helps busy retailers to improve product availability, while
saving time which they can spend in store.

Wholesaler Spotlight continued on page 13 >

< Wholesaler Spotlight continued from page 12
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WHOLESALER SPOTLIGHT

4-day Special Offers
Abra regularly communicate great offers including their
‘4-day specials’, plus expert advice to over 2,000 retailers via
its WhatsApp group. Abra also use Email, SMS text messaging,
LinkedIn and Twitter to keep retailers in the loop.

Moving forward
Soon, Dee plans to take advantage of current consumer
trends by introducing health & wellbeing products as well
as gluten-free, organic and vegan alternatives. A more
sophisticated ordering and delivery system is also being
planned for launch at the end of July.
Abra’s are currently trailing a News Bulletin which is on track
to become a must-have communication for busy retailers.
Containing information about great product deals, market
trends and new legislation, it’s a quick and easy way to stay
up to date.

Dee’s top tips for retailers
1. Use eye-catching point of sale to promote great
deals and keep your customers coming back.
2. Smile and greet every person that comes through
the door – make them feel special.
3. Use the Unitas ‘Plan for Profit’ core range guide – it
will help increase sales and profits
4. Always check your supplier’s stock availability.

Back to contents page

Click to find your nearest
Unitas Wholesale
member depot! >

CELEBRATE
BIG
SALES
WITH PROMOTIONAL PREMIER LEAGUE PACKS
PLUS GIVE YOUR CUSTOMERS A CHANCE TO

Enter between 08.07.19 – 01.09.19. GB 16+ (U18s need parental consent & adult attend). Online registration & StreetGames project vote req’d. To enter find your unique code on or within promotional packs & visit coke.co.uk/football. 8 weekly draws each Monday 15.7 – 2.9.19 for 6 pairs of PL home
tickets/club/week. 960 pairs total + £50 travel. Max 5 entries a day & 1 win/person. Bonus draw for 1 pair of PL home tickets & £50 ends 13.10.19. Excl. apply. FULL T&Cs: coke.co.uk/football. Promoter: Coca-Cola Great Britain, 1A Wimpole Street, London W1G 0EA. © 2019 The Coca-Cola Company. All
rights reserved. COCA-COLA, DIET COKE, COCA-COLA ZERO, FANTA and SPRITE are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company. OASIS and DR PEPPER are registered trademarks of European Refreshments.

• FASTEST GROWING COFFEE SEGMENT
• WORTH OVER £90M

• +53% OF CAT GROWTH BY NITRO*
• MULTI-MILLION POUND INVESTMENT

Stock up now
® Reg. Trademark of Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.

IRI 52 weeks ending 29Dec 2018 - value *in symbols and independents

16 DROP SHIPMENT & SERVICES

Save and sell
more with a great
first impression!
Thanks to exclusive Drop Shipment and Services
deals negotiated by Unitas Wholesale, it’s never
been easier – or cheaper – to make a great first
impression with your customers.

Drop
Shipment
& Services

What is Drop shipment
and Services?
Save money and grow your
sales and profits with
excellent deals from leading
service providers, negotiated
by Unitas Wholesale on behalf
of independent retailers.
Visit www.planforprofit.co.uk
Click ‘Drop Shipment and
Services’ and choose a supplier
from a range of categories.
Enter your contact details and
receive a call back or visit
within 48 hours.

The Cleaning Consultancy

Concept Data Display

Get a free on-site survey and
demonstration, with up to 20%
off all cleaning equipment and
machines, from this excellent
family-run business. Staff training,
ongoing support and financial
services are also available.

Access exclusive rates on a range
of point of sale and supply
products, including dump bins,
display towers and promotional
ticket holders to keep your
store looking great and
operating efficiently.

Click here to contact
The Cleaning Consultancy >

Click here to contact
Concept Data Display >

Ecolab

Formbar

Joalpe International

Starting from just £360 per
annum, protect your store and
your customers with Ecolab’s
pest elimination services. They’re
already trusted by more than
one million customer locations!

Encourage larger basket spends
and increased customer loyalty
with Formbar’s range of innovative
trolleys and baskets – now with a
25% discount. Delivery on most
orders is just three days!

Enjoy a 5% discount on Joalpe’s
range of retail display solutions
including baskets, shelf dividers,
shop fitting systems and leaflet
displays. With more than 20 years’
experience, you’re in safe hands!

Click here to contact Ecolab >

Click here to contact Formbar >

Click here to contact
Joalpe International >

Back to contents page

Benefits
Preferential terms
One single monthly
invoice
Easy-to-use directory
Will save you time

Discover more ways to save more and sell more at
the Drop Shipment and Services website.
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UNITAS OWN BRANDS

Drive loyalty with Unitas
Wholesale's own brand range
Unitas Own Brand products are the perfect way to complement your range
of well-known brands.
How can you differentiate your store and drive
increased customer loyalty? Shoppers are
increasingly looking for quality and value so
having the reassurance of well-known brands
plus a great Own Brand range can give your
store a major boost.
Designed by Unitas Wholesale specifically for
independent retailers, our Own Brand range is
available across the UK, exclusively from Unitas
Wholesale member depots.
The Unitas Own Brand range offers quality,
low-price alternatives to familiar branded
products and includes the following brands:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lifestyle
Lifestyle Value
LSV energy drinks
Wines
Ciders
Prince Consort spirits
No.3 tobacco

View and download our Retailer Exclusive Range 2019 brochure here >

Back to contents page

Unitas Own Brand continued on page 19 >

< Unitas Own Brand continued from page 18
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UNITAS OWN BRANDS

When to use own brand ranges in your store
If you have limited space in your store, ensure you are
stocking the familiar brands that you know your
customers will be looking for. Use the Plan for Profit
Core Range Guide to identify the products you should
be stocking to meet the needs of your customers.
If you have the space, support your range by
introducing a great value proposition. Offering a range
of Own Brand products will generate customer loyalty
by creating a point of difference between your store
and its competition.

Check out some of the summer sizzlers,
exclusively available from the Unitas
Own Label range!

Visit the Unitas website for more information!>

Back to contents page

Surf
is worth

£6.3 million
to the Independents
Market1

#1

Surf Fragrance
Tropical Lily2

1 - IRI – Laundry – Value Sales – Independent Channel – MAT: March 2019
2 - IRI – Laundry – Independents Market – Value Sales – MAT: 10.03.2019

Grab the opportunity
to grow snack sales
With convenience eating set to grow by £1.7bn in 2022,1 retailers are looking
towards crisps, snacks and nuts (CSN) as a key way to drive sales. One of the
fastest growing categories for on-the-go purchasing, snacks are worth £589m
in impulse buys and are a proven way of boosting footfall,2 with CSN bringing
in 93% of the category’s total value.3
KP Snacks is committed to helping retailers boost their profits by making its products a compelling choice
for shoppers at point of purchase. Its range of crisps and snacks is growing at a rate of 7.8% and is well
ahead of the overall category.

How to maximise snack sales
Stock the right range. 60% of sales come from the top 50 best sellers,4 so it’s
important to have a strong core range which will cover the best selling lines.
This will help to capture category sales as well as introducing customers to
the wider range of products.
Create an exciting display. With 45% of sales made in under 60 seconds,5
eye-catching in-store theatre is crucial in enticing shoppers to make
impulse purchases.
Grouping products together in meal deals will make it easier for customers
to find what they need and encourage cross-category purchases. Crisps
or snacks are the most in-demand items for meal deals at 49%.6

Capitalise on demand for Price Marked Packs
PMPs and promotional offers are great ways to communicate value, with brand
names heightening appeal for customers. 83% of retailers say PMPs sell faster
than plain packs.7
The 39p and £1 PMP ranges from KP Snacks are currently out-performing the
rest of the category. This success is based on the strength of their brand name
products, including Wheat Crunchies, Hula Hoops, Skips, POM-BEAR and popchips.

Back to contents page

1HIM 2018 2HIM 2018 3Nielsen 4Mintel 2018 5Mintel 2018 6HIM 2018 7HIM 2018 8Nielsen
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Cater for category trends
Customers are increasingly looking for snacks to share with friends,
such as Tyrrell’s, popchips and Butterkist by KP Snacks. The sharing
segment is in growth and worth £1bn meaning that retailers should
look to capitalise on this trend and boost their profits.
A popular choice is the recently launched McCoy’s Muchos, a
Mexican folded tortilla crisp in three feisty flavours. The snack has
already racked up impressive sales of £3m retail value over its first
15 weeks since launch.8

Another fast-growing category is healthy
snacking. KP Snacks has 29 products at
100 calories or fewer per pack, including
POM-BEAR, Hula Hoops Puft, Skips,
popchips and Space Raiders. The
relaunched KP Nuts range, complete with
stand-out sunshine artwork, a stand-up
pack design and reseal closure, also
highlights protein and fibre contents to
appeal to health-conscious shoppers.

Become a SnacKPartner
KP Snacks work closely with many independent retailers in
order to help them boost snack sales and drive footfall in-store.
To discover more about becoming a SnacKPartner, contact
snackpartners@kpsnacks.com.
Visit website >

Follow KP on Twitter >

SUPPLIER SPOTLIGHT

Great deals for you
Exclusive in-depot deals!
Access great deals on top-selling lines which are
available to customers of Unitas Wholesale member
depots only.

EXCLUSIVE deals on quality brands in depot NOW!

Click here to find exclusive deals near you! >

Download the Plan for Profit app now to find exclusive deals at
a depot near you.

Back to contents page
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EXCLUSIVE DEALS

Exclusive promotions for
your customers
Our exclusive Unitas Retail Club promotions run every
three weeks and are packed full of leading grocery, impulse,
licensed and non-food brands, all offering great margins.

What you get when you join Unitas Wholesale Retail Club
Exclusive Access
to the latest deals

SPECIAL
OFFER

Attention-grabbing
point of sale materials

Personalised leaflets
for your customers

Join Unitas Wholesale Retail Club and receive exclusive access to these deals! >

£1

.29

EACH

Red Bull Sugarfree PMP £1.49/
Energy 355ml PMP £1.59

£1

.49

EACH

Surf Powder 10W Caribbean Crush/Coconut
Bliss/Lavender/Tropical 650g PMP £2.49

*Applies to Price Marked Pack only.

£1

SAVE

2 FOR

£1
ANY

*

.50

McCoy’s/McCoy’s Chip Shop/Doritos Bags
varieties as stocked 70g/80g PMP £1

£1

SAVE

*

£3

Kellogg’s Coco Pops/Corn Flakes/Rice Krispies
480g/550g/510g PMP £2.99

£3

.50

.50

£3

.25

Foster’s Cans 4x440ml PMP £4.50/Strongbow
Cans 4x440ml PMP £4.25/Strongbow Cloudy
Apple Cans 4x440ml PMP £4.50

£5

.49
EACH

Blossom Hill Classics Red/Rose
/White 75cl

For illustrative pur

Wholesale &
Convenience
Exclusive!
® Reg. Trademark of Société des Produits Nestlé S.A. PJ19067

poses only.
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NEW PRODUCTS

What’s NEW for summer!
Want to know more about the newest products from the country’s biggest brands?
We have got you covered.
Heineken 0.0

Smarties Llama Limited
Edition
Move over unicorns, this year it’s
all about the llama!
Smarties have shaken up
their snack game with the
introduction of the LimitedEdition Llama hexatubes, full of
an all-new colour mix of pink,
yellow, red and purple sweets.

With the same refreshing taste and no alcohol
content, customers can enjoy Heineken 0.0
anytime they like.
Crafted by master brewers from a recipe that
has been perfected over many years, the
0.0% lager is made with Heineken’s
signature A-yeast and natural ingredients for
a light, fruity flavour with soft malt notes.
With a TV advert campaign to raise awareness,
expect this to be a popular addition to your
low and no alcohol beer range.

The colourful, eye-catching
packaging is sure to stand out
on shelves, so create a display
in an area of high footfall to
encourage impulse purchases.
Exclusive to the Wholesale &
Convenience channel, Smarties
Llama have the backing of
Nestlé Field Sales support, full
awareness campaign and PR
and social media support, so
make sure you’re ready for
customer demand.
Back to contents page

New Products continued on page 27 >

< New Products continued from page 26
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S.Pellegrino ESSENZA

Having conquered the fine
dining market with the world’s
leading sparkling mineral water,
S. Pellegrino have now created a
new and delicious addition to
their ever-popular range.
ESSENZA is a light, sparkling
flavoured water that brings
together 120 years of taste
heritage with a fresh twist on
Mediterranean flavours.
Crafted with 100% natural
ingredients, zero calories and no
artificial flavours, S.Pellegrino
ESSENZA is the perfect choice
for customers looking for an
accompaniment to casual
dining with family and friends.

McCoy’s Muchos
Spice up your shelves with a new launch from the UK’s #1 ridged crisp.
McCoy’s Muchos are a crescent-shaped, folded tortilla snack
arriving in three full-on Mexican flavours that are sure to generate
excitement in-store.
Created on a crunchy base of corn, wheat and potato and
blended with 6 spices and beans, the double-layered crisp boasts
a puffed shape to expertly combine crispy texture and an ultrasatisfying taste.
Arriving in Cool Sour Cream & Onion, Smoky Chilli Chicken and
Nacho Cheese, there’s a flavour to suit every customer.
Back to contents page

Shoppers can choose between
Lemon & Lemon Zest, Tangerine
& Strawberry and Dark Morello
Cherry & Pomegranate for
guaranteed Mediterranean style
with a fruity twist.

PASS THE
WITH A PINCH
OF TASTY PROFIT

WE’RE SET TO LAUNCH A WHOLE NEW FLAVOUR. GET READY TO ROCK
NEW SALTED CARAMEL M&M’s IN YOUR STORE THIS SUMMER.
Flavour rotation SKUs deliver constant sales peaks – increasing
penetration into the chocolate category
Caramel is the most popular flavour in Every Day Consumption
- Salted Caramel is a major trend at +32% growth in chocolate
Influencer support campaign – set to reach millions!

STOCK UP NOW. MEET DEMAND!
© 2019 Mars or Affiliates.

Do you stock the
Nation’s Favourite?

Coming on pack and on
promotion in P12

No.1

No.1

No.1

In-home
cuisine is
Italian

Italian
brand is
Dolmio

Bolognese &
Lasagne SKUs
are Dolmio

*

**

**

Source: *Kantar 2017. **Based on Nielsen RMS data for the Italian Wet Cooking Sauce segment for the 12-month period
ending on 20-04-2019 for the UNITED KINGDOM total retail market (Copyright © 2017, Nielsen). ©/®/™ Design Mars 2019.

30 NATIONAL LOTTERY

Ensure a winning business
with The National Lottery
The National Lottery is played by 60% of adults in the UK1, making it a huge
generator of footfall and sales for small businesses. Sign up to be an official
retailer with Camelot’s new system and get ready to celebrate success.
Why should you become a National
Lottery Retailer?

RETAIL PARTNERS EARNED

Bringing in billions of pounds worth of sales each
year, the lottery relies heavily on retail businesses
like yours to provide customers with a means to
play. In return, being an official National Lottery
Retailer is proven to inspire more frequent visits and
boost profits, with each retail partner earning more
than £6,500 on average in commission last year.2

ON AVERAGE

The prospect of winning huge cash prizes will
generate excitement in store, especially surrounding
the jackpot, and the opportunity to tell your
customers they’re a winner is not one to miss out
on. Darren and Karen Craig from Derry have a
‘Wall of Fame’ in their store showcasing winning
scratch cards from over the years!

In addition, The National Lottery has raised over
£39 billion for good causes3, many of which are
charities in local communities.
Back to contents page

MORE THAN £6,500

IN COMMISION LAST YEAR2
How to get started

1

Head to www.nationallotteryallstars.co.uk.

2

Click on ‘Become A Retailer’.

3

Submit in your name, address,
phone number and email address.

4

Your local Customer Development
Executive will be in touch to begin
the process of signing you up within
10 days!

Click here to contact Camelot via our Drop
Shipment and Services website >

1 NFRN online 2 NFRN online 3 Camelot sales data 2018

Better for you snacks –
better for your business
The snacking occasion is very relevant today,
with 63% of people snacking least once a day.1
At General Mills, our snacking division is seeing
success, +34.3%2 in the past year, and it’s showing
no signs of losing pace.
Shoppers want convenient, healthier ways to eat on the
go. Cereal bars and healthier biscuits fulfil this need, and
seeing strong growth thanks to three particular category
trends: morning fuel, harder working snacks and
permissible indulgence.

Morning fuel
Thanks to our hectic lifestyles, more and more of us are
eating our first meal of the day out-of-home.

General Mills’ owned brand Nature Valley, worth
£57million and has seen exponential growth this
year, +20.4% vs LY.3 The Crunchy variant is packed
full of wholegrain oats, making it ideal for breakfast
or mid-morning.

Harder working snacks
Our Nature Valley Protein range is now an £18.4million4
platform. Each cereal bar contains 10g of protein per bar
and are gluten-free – ticking two major boxes for shoppers
looking for better-for-you, functional options when hunger
strikes. The bar also offers 20% of consumers’ daily protein
needs, without compromising on taste.

Back to contents page
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Permissible indulgence

SUPPLIER SPOTLIGHT

Top tips for retailers

Fibre One is our 90-calorie snack bar that offers
guilt-free indulgence in a variety of tasty formats
– from Brownies to the new formats launched in
2018 – Popcorn Bars and Cake Bars. Fibre One
offers 30% more fibre and 30% less fat than the
average equivalent product in the UK, making it
perfect for consumers wanting to watch what they
eat, while still allowing themselves the occasional
indulgent snack.
This, along with our incredible NPD pipeline, has
helped us to deliver significant growth. Fibre One
is now a £23 million brand, up a staggering 93%
on last year.5

1. Stock your better for you snack range near
your existing food to go and confectionery
lines to ensure full visibility for shoppers

2. Make it easier for shoppers to find what
they need by grouping the snacks into
key areas, such as breakfast replacement,
functional and diet management

3. Choice is key - stock a range of flavours
and formats

Fibre One introduced an on-the go single format
this February, optimised for the convenience and
impulse channels. Available now in Chocolate
Fudge Brownie & Peanut Butter Popcorn singles.

Morning fuel

Permissible inulgence
Harder working snacks

Nature Valley Crunchy Oats &
Honey 18 x 42G 59P PMP

Nature Valley Sweet & Salty Nut
Peanut 18 x 30G 59P PMP
Nature Valley Protein Peanut &
Chocolate 12 x 40G 85p PMP

Nature Valley Crunchy Canadian
Maple Syrup 18 x 42G 59P PMP

Fibre One Chocolate Fudge
Brownie 12 x 24G
Nature Valley Protein Salted
Caramel Nut 12 x 40G 85p PMP

Nature Valley Crunchy Oats & Dark
Chocolate 18 x 42G 59P PMP

Fibre One Peanut Butter
Popcorn 12 x 21G

@MrsHinchHome

Mrs Hinch the Queen of
Clean has over 2 MILLION
instagram followers!

Make sure
you are stocking
her favourites...

JOIN THE
HINCH ARMY!
#1 DISH WASH SKU

+12%

1

#1 BATHROOM CLEANER 2

#1 ARIEL LAUNDRY DETERGENT 3

increase
in sales 4

IRI – Dish Wash – Value Sales – Independents Channel – MAT: March 2019
Nielsen – Bathroom – Value Sales – Independents Channel – MAT: 23.02.19
3
IRI – Laundry – Value Sales – Independents Channel – MAT: March 2019
4
Percentage increase across 5 brands in total. IRI P4w w/e 7th April 2019

1
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GOOGLE BUSINESS

Grow your business
with Google
Retail outlets that are registered with the Google My Business service are twice
as likely to be thought of as trustworthy by customers1. Here’s how you can use
this useful tool to discover new opportunities for your business.
What are the benefits?

How to get set up

Registering with Google My Business
means you can enjoy free advertising on
the biggest and most popular search
engine in the world.
Customers will be able to quickly find
useful information such as your address
and phone number, simply by typing in
your business name.
The service is incredibly easy to use, and
you can update your details at any time,
for example if you move premises or
change your contact number.
Your business will appear on Google
Maps, which will help to increase footfall
and bring in new customers.
With a 50% increase in ‘supermarket
near me’ searches each year2, registering
with Google will work as an SEO (Search
Engine Optimisation) tool, meaning that
your business is more likely to appear in
local searches.

Back to contents page

1

Go to google.com/business and sign in
to your Google account (or create one if
you need to) then click ‘Start Now’.

2

Enter your business name and address.

3

Choose your business category. Try
to be as accurate as possible, as this
will help customers to find you.

4

Add your business phone number
or website.

5

Choose a verification method (this can
be by phone, post or email) or if you’re
not ready to verify yet, click ‘Later’.

6

Click ‘Finish’ and you’re done!

Register your business now with Google >

1Google Support 2 Convenience Store

Coming soon: boost your
sales with the NEW
Plan for Profit guide!
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The NEW Plan for Profit Grocery and Non-Food core range guide will be available
in a variety of formats from August.
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Whatever your store’s size or location, the Plan for Profit core range
guide outlines all the key products you should be stocking to meet the
needs of your customers.
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Designed to help you grow your profits, the guide has been developed
using data from leading suppliers, wholesalers and retailers across the
UK. It features expert advice, planograms, and valuable insights across
key categories including biscuits, hot beverages, cereal and baby.

AVAILABLE
IN AUGUST
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Pick up your copy soon!

Access the new
guide exclusively at the
Plan for Profit website.

Back to contents page

Collect a printed copy on
your next visit to a Unitas
Wholesale member depot.

Keep the guidance always
at close hand by downloading
the Plan for Profit app!

1IRI Total Convenience Jan 19 2Nielsen 3HIM CTP, 2018
4IRI Total Convenience Jan 19

5Nielsen 6Biscuits in Britain 2017
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How to take a bite out of the growing
biscuit category

Essential biscuit knowledge

The biscuit category is currently worth £277m in the
convenience sector and grew 3.7% last year!1
Access the NEW Plan for Profit Grocery and Non-Food
category guide to determine which biscuits you should
be stocking to steal a share of the market – available
from August!
Stocking a good range of biscuits can be key to
encouraging repeat visits: the average biscuit shopper
buys them 47 times per year – almost once a week
– and buys two packs each time.2
It is not just the repeat visits that are so profitable.
Research has also shown that biscuit shoppers spend
more time and more money in convenience stores
compared to non-biscuit shoppers. Their visits last
nearly eight minutes on average, compared to just
over four minutes for non-biscuit shoppers. Furthermore,
their average basket spend is £13.29 compared to
just £6.50 for those who avoid the biscuit aisle!3

More than 8,400 retailers have already discovered the Plan for Profit
app. It’s the must-have tool for businesses looking to get the edge
over their competitors!
Download the Plan for Profit app today, and access;
Core and extended range guidance
POR calculator (including cash POR value)
Exclusive deals local to you
New products on the NPD carousel
Plus much more!

PLAN FOR PROFIT

Every second in the UK, £500 is spent
on snacking
76% of biscuits are to eat at home,
compared to 24% on-the-go4
Savoury biscuits account for 18% of
the category5
33% of biscuits are eaten with a cup
of tea6
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BACK TO SCHOOL

Be top of the class for
back-to-school essentials
Plan ahead for the new school year and take advantage of a great opportunity
to boost your sales, increase footfall and become a one-stop-shop for all your
customers’ needs.
Be prepared for the new school year
British parents spent just under £1 billion on backto-school supplies last summer,1 so it’s important to
let customers know you stock the essentials before
the start of the new school year. Visit https://www.
gov.uk/school-term-holiday-dates to check school
holiday dates in your area, and begin promoting
your school range at least three weeks prior to the
start of term to capture the 41% of parents who
start shopping in advance.2

Ask your customers what
they’d like to see in store then
you can tailor your products
to their needs and show that
your store is a reliable place to
gather all important back to
school supplies.

Back to contents page

Use social media and
window signage to advertise
deals and offers, helping to
drive in potential customers
who are passing by.

Use eye-catching in-store
theatre to display your full
range of back-to-school
essentials, which will also
remind shoppers to buy
products they may have
forgotten about.

Back to school continued on page 39 >

< Back to school continued from page 38

39 BACK TO SCHOOL

Stock up on A* products
Stationery. Both school children
and their parents will be looking to
purchase stationery essentials in-store
rather than online.3 Take advantage
by promoting deals on pens, felt
tips, crayons and notebooks.
Breakfast options. Shoppers will
be looking for quick, easy meal
choices to start the school day.
Great offers on cereal, porridge and
hot food-to-go items for parents in
a hurry will make popular choices.
After-school treats. If your store
is located near a local school, there
may be children who want to
spend their pocket money after a
day of learning. Be prepared with
a balconette unit filled with mini
treats in an easy-to-reach location.

91% OF
LUNCHBOXES
CONTAIN A
PORTION OF
FRUIT
Back to contents page

Plan for packed lunches
With 75% of schoolchildren tucking into a packed lunch
each day,4 stock up on packed lunch essentials to make
the most of the opportunity. Once customers know that
you have everything they need, they won’t hesitate to
make return visits when they need to top up.
Sandwich fillers such as cheese, ham slices and spreads
are important lunch box components. In addition to
sliced bread and bread rolls, think about stocking wraps,
thins, and pitta breads, plus wholemeal options for a
healthy choice.
91% of lunchboxes containing a portion of fruit.5
Satsumas, apples and bananas are all popular choices,
as well as cereal bars, dried fruit and nuts and fresh
vegetables such as carrots, cucumber and peppers.
Help parent by stocking a small selection of fresh fruit
and vegetables, remembering to keep the display fresh
and well-stocked.
Snacks are great for padding out a packed lunch, so stock up
on multipacks of yoghurts, crisps and cake bars. Parents
will thank you for helping to make lunch preparation quick
and easy by returning to your store again and again.

1Mintel 2Mintel 3G2 Marketing 4Aviva 5Aviva

Reasons to Believe*

#1 bestselling
Fruit Snack
SKU in the UK

We’re the UK’s #1
in Impulse (36% share)

Comprehensive Range

covers all age stages plus snacking

Ella’s Pouch Power

drivers of growth in Impulse

#1 bestselling
Stage 2 Savoury
SKU in the UK

Bestseller

the Red One smoothie is the UK
best selling fruit snack SKU

#1 bestselling
baby food SKU
in the UK

Source: IRI value sales w.e 20.04.19
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS

First impressions count!
Most customers form their first impression in just 10 seconds, so taking just 20
minutes to consider how they view your store could be the most important
investment you make this year.
Stuart Johnson, Retail Controller at Unitas Wholesale, is an expert in helping independent retailers identify the
changes that can make a big difference to how their store is perceived.
Stuart says: “If you get the first impressions right, not only will you encourage
customers to come in, you will also put them at ease – meaning they’ll spend more
time in store and spend more money.”

Make the right impression, every time
Common problems such as litter – the average retail and commercial
site has 36 cigarette butts on the floor outside – are known to deter
potential shoppers from entering a store.

Stuart’s top tips
1. Ask your window cleaner
to clean your store fascia.

Stuart adds: “Starting outside, ask yourself if your store is well
presented and inviting. Would you like to shop here? Or are things
like litter, overflowing bins, weeds or graffiti putting off passing trade?”

2. Consider re-painting the

Are your in-store services advertised outside your store? Customers
driving or walking by should be able to tell immediately what your
business provides. If your signage doesn’t clearly communicate that
you have a parcel service or hot drinks machine, they are unlikely to
come inside to find out.

3. Shoppers using a basket

front of your store if it is
looking tired and shabby.
will spend more, so keep
clean baskets available at
the door.

Other external checks should include making sure your store fascia is
clean and well-lit, the door and windows are clear from clutter and
old stickers and the latest promotional posters are properly displayed.
If you are in need of a store front refurbishment, click here to learn
more about joining the Unitas Symbol Group Estate.
Back to contents page

First and Last Impressions continued on page 43 >

< First and Last Impressions continued from page 42
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Walk in your customers’ shoes
When you’re happy that the outside of your store is reaching its full
potential, imagine stepping through the doors for the first time.
What are you greeted with?
Stuart says: “Successful stores keep the entrance clean and
free from clutter, making sure promotion ends are clearly
visible, well stocked and well signed with promotional POS.”
If your till is close to the entrance, ask your staff to greet people with
a smile, so they instantly feel welcome.
Do your staff look smart and presentable? Access great deals on staff
uniform here.

End on a high
Finishing your customer’s experience on a positive note will have a
huge impact. “It can make the difference between them returning to
your store or going elsewhere to a competitor.”
Keep your counter area uncluttered and free from clearance stock,
with only one or two carefully chosen impulse products on display.
Always smile, try to get to know your customers and thank them for
shopping with you.
Click here and download the checklist to review
your store's first and last impressions >

Drop
Shipment
& Services

Improve your first impression with great terms from Drop Shipment suppliers.
Full details are on page 16 >

Back to contents page

GREAT
TASTE NO
*
ALCOHOL

ONLY 69 CALORIES.

*CONTAINS NO MORE THAN 0.05% ALCOHOL BY VOLUME
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UNITAS CHAMPION BRANDS

Don't miss the Champion
Brands Event!
For a limited time only, independent retailers
are able to enjoy exclusive seasonal deals and
competitions thanks to the all-new
Champion Brands event.

Sign up to our
Retailer Newsletter
to be notified when each
Champion Brands Event
takes place!
Sign up here

Whether you want to benefit from the most competitive deals
available for key retail occasions, or simply buy a complete solution
for a specific event - for example BBQ season - the Champion Brands
Event from Unitas Wholesale is already proving a big hit!
Operating exclusively in selected Unitas Wholesale member depots,
this exciting new initiative promotes complementary products from
some of the UK’s most best known brands in each event.
And if that’s not enough, you’ll also have the chance to win great prizes!

Jetting off with £500!
Congratulations to Agnelo Desousa
from Trinity Food and Wine, Essex, who
won travel vouchers worth £500 in our
Summer Drinks and Snacks campaign.

Up next!
Got a thirst for some
extra profits? Check out
the Champion Brands
Event exclusive deals
on Energy Drinks!

Coming Soon!
Start preparing for a range
of exclusive deals!

Don’t miss a single offer!
Keep checking the Plan for Profit website – or download
the Plan for Profit app – to make sure you know about
every deal. And follow the Plan for Profit Twitter and
Facebook pages, too!

Back to contents page

BBQ
Britain’s Favourite
Brands
Big Night In
Christmas

Boost your profits this
BBQ season with the
Champion Brands Event
Take advantage of exclusive deals on leading
brands and enter our prize draw for your chance to
WIN a BBQ worth £500!*

Stock up on best-selling BBQ essentials in selected Unitas Wholesale
member
Sign
up heredepots.
Sign up to be notified when the event takes
place
herecccccccccccccc
th
th
Offers available from 5 – 25 August 2019
Download the FREE Plan for Profit app to view the latest Champion Brands Event deals and follow us at
@PlanforProfitRetail and
@Plan_for_Profit for the regular #ChampionBrandsEvent updates!
*Full terms and conditions apply and are available at www.unitaswholesale.co.uk

Champion of Independents and Champion of Brands

